About UGC-DAE CSR

The UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research (CSR), an Inter-University Centre established by the University Grants Commission (UGC), provides specialized training and advanced characterization facilities for researchers and makes some facilities of Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) accessible to them.

We have launched our flagship program, Collaborative Research Scheme (CRS), for university faculties to utilize our in-house activities and DAE mega science facilities.

About the workshop

UGC-DAE CSR, Kolkata Centre, Gauhati University, Guwahati, and Tripura University, Agatala, are organizing an awareness meeting on the utilization of advanced research facilities through different centres of UGC-DAE CSR and some large-scale facilities of DAE. The workshop will address the concepts of the Collaborative Research Scheme through an interactive mode.

Who can attend

Researchers from all universities, affiliated colleges and other institutes working in the fields of Physical, Chemical, Biological, and Engineering sciences are invited.